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Comprehensive Segregation of Duties (SoD) controls are a cornerstone of compliance for SAP applications. While solutions like SAP GRC are

an effective tool for architecting SoD policies, when it comes time to audit, organizations often face a manual, time-consuming task. Auditors

must investigate all users that have the potential to commit a violation in search of any actual violations. Given the growing volume and

complexity of data, current approaches are becoming unscalable and increasingly costly. 

■  SAP GRC audit logs lack the data and transaction level granularity to filter out false positives
■  Auditors must manually extract and prepare audit logs, typically in excel spreadsheets, leading to a time-consuming, resource-intensive task

    that can be prone to errors
■  Existing logs lack insight into the context of transactions and requires additional effort to assess and remediate SoD violations
■  Organizations are limited to periodic audits to gain insight into their compliance risk profile
■  Unaddressed SoD violations can lead to operational inefficiencies and direct financial losses
■  Growing compliance requirements are placing pressure on an unscalable auditing model

Accelerate Segregation of
Duties Audits in SAP

USE CASE

Appsian Security Platform’s Real-Time Analytics provides direct visibility into user activity, transaction usage and master data changes in SAP

to simplify SoD auditing and compliance. By combining granular, enriched access logs with advanced data visualizations, Appsian delivers

real-time dashboards that highlight activity trends and access violations pertinent to SoD compliance. With actionable intelligence at hand,

reports can be quickly generated, and organizations can expedite the audit process to improve the efficiency of their compliance efforts.

Appsian Real-Time Analytics allows organizations to:
■  Capture real-time logs of user activity and the usage of sensitive transactions within SAP 
■  Gain granular visibility into the context of transactions to eliminate false positives and improve remedial efforts
■  Filter out potential incidents and focus only on actual SoD violations to reduce the amount of data to review during the audit process
■  Quickly produce audit reports of relevant and actionable SoD information without relying on the manual compilation of spreadsheets

    (simplifying data discovery, export, exploration, preparation)
■  Equip compliance officers, auditors, and data protection teams with the ability to efficiently derive meaningful insights and reduce time

    spent on auditing activities


